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Abstract
Why does the earth rotate? In the 17th century, an accurate description of the earth’s rotation was
provided via Newtonian mechanics1. However, the driving force was not given a mechanistic treatment,
was merely ascribed to a “push” by God. At present, All kinds of theories about the rotation of the planet
are still hypotheses2,3. In this study, It provides experimental evidence for researching the relationship
between planet (Earth) rotation and magnetic �elds4. The proposed experimental devices and research
methods are based on the characteristics of the kinematic relations between the sun and planet. A
permanent magnet representing the sun is installed on the shaft of a DC motor, spherical magnet
representing the planet is designed at the center of hollow sphere and can �oat on water, ensure free
rotation. Based on the above device5, the method of permanent magnet rotation in magnetic �eld and the
experimental procedure of rotation reason are introduced.

Introduction
All astronomical objects in the solar system are known to rotate6, similar to the Earth7. At present, it is
impossible to experimentally determine the force of planetary rotation8,9. Magnetic �elds are among the
fundamental �elds of nature and exist in the space around satellites, planets, stars, galaxies, currents,
moving charges, permanent magnets, and varying electric �elds10. Although magnetic �elds cannot be
seen or touched, they can be studied based on their interactions with permanent magnets. The rapid
development of modern electromagnetics has led to the emergence of electronic products, such as
electric motor speed controllers11, laser Doppler velocimeter12, and Gauss meters, that measure magnetic
induction13. Permanent magnets of various material, shapes, masses, and magnetic strength are also
commonly used in everyday life14,15,16,17. With these developments, we now possess the necessary tools
to study magnetic phenomena and the properties of magnetic �elds using permanent.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we list the conducted experiments and present our
�ndings. In Section III, we conclude the paper and summarize the key points. In the Methods section, we
detail the materials, design, and operation of the developed device and describe the experimental
procedures followed for studying the rotation of the spherical permanent magnets for different
parameters.

Experimental Results Of The Rotation Of Spherical Permanent
Magnets In A Magnetic Field
The properties of the permanent magnets used in this study to represent the Sun and the planets are
summarized in Table I.

A.           Rotation effect of spherical magnet
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The experimental setup for experiment A-I is illustrated in Fig. 1, and the experimental procedure followed
in each experiment is detailed in the Methods section.

In experiment A, "planet"m  started to rotation in the magnetic �eld because of the rotational torque of

"sun"m1
18. Irrespective of where "planet"m  was located around "sun"m1, "planet"m  always rotated around

the axis passing through its core, similar to the rotation of the Earth19,20. Even when a 5-mm-thick iron
plate was placed between them, "planet"m  continued to rotate owing to the magnetic �eld. Therefore, we
can place "planet"m  anywhere around "sun"m1 and observe its  rotation behavior. For example, when
"planet"m  and "sun"m1 are on the same horizontal plane, In each rotation cycle, "planet"m  stopped for a
moment and then continued to rotate. Furthermore, its rotational axis "wobble" once around its core
during each cycle, and the wobble amplitude has obvious periodic frequency. This phenomenon is similar
to the "Chandler wobble" and "polar wandering" exhibited by the Earth's rotation axis21,22,23.

B.            Magnet distance and speed
In experiment B, When the distance between "planet"m  and "sun"m1 was large, the initial speed of

"sun"m1 was decreased to allow "planet"m  to rotate24. When the distance between "planet"m  and
"sun"m1 was small, "planet"m  rotated regardless of the speed of "sun"m1.

C.        Maximum rotation distance
In experiment C, With the "sun"m1 on the motor as core. slowly move the "planet"m  from near to far in any
direction.  When the static "planet"m  is at every dot of the "sun"m1, the maximum rotation distance from
static to rotation between the "planet"m  and the "sun"m1 is measured.  When the rotating "planet"m  is
located at every point of "sun"m1, the maximum rotation distance between "planet"m  and "sun"m1 is
measured. This experimental method demonstrated that maximum rotation distance between (from
static to rotation and after rotation) magnets could be measured with spherical magnets of different
masses and magnetic �ux density in liquids of different viscosities. The spherical magnets could also be
directly placed in air or vacuum to measure maximum rotation distance.

D.       Distance and magnetic pole direction
In experiment D, "planet"m  was placed in the surrounding space with "sun"m1 as the core. Under the
action of the rotation torque of "sun" m1, "planet"m  was in a rotation state in the magnetic �eld. When the
distance between "planet"m  and "sun"m1 changed, we observed that the angle between the two ends of
the magnetic pole of "planet"m  and the horizontal plane changed with the centre of its own sphere as the

vertex25. At every point from "planet"m  to "sun"m1, the angle between the polar direction of "planet"m
and the �oating horizontal plane was �xed. The angle between the direction of the magnetic pole of
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"planet"m  and the horizontal plane depends on the distance between "planet"m  and "sun"m1. Therefore,
when "sun"m1 stopped rotating, we also observed the relationship between the distance between
"planet"m  and "sun"m1 and the angle between the polar direction of the "planet"m  and the horizontal
plane.

E.        Rotation of several spherical magnets
In experiment E, to observe the rotation behavior of the "planet" magnet, we can place not only one
"planet" magnet in the space around the "sun" magnet but hundreds of "planet" magnet26. based on the
minimum distance between "planet"m  and "planet"m  that does not affect the rotation and maximum
rotation distance from "planet"m  or "planet"m  to "sun"m1.

F.        Synchronous rotation of magnet
In experiment F, It was observed that the rotation speed of "planet"m  was the same as that of "sun"m1. In
each rotation period of "sun"m1, the S and N poles of "planet"m  corresponded to the N and S poles of
"sun"m1, respectively. Therefore, the rotations of "planet"m  and "sun"m1 were synchronous, and their

velocities were the same27. When "sun"m1 accelerated, decelerated, or stopped rotating, "planet"m
accelerated, decelerated, or stopped rotating accordingly.

G.        Feeling the rotational forces
In experiment G, The experimenter’s hands were used to feel the strength of the attractive force between
"planet"m  and "sun"m1. Simultaneously, the rotational force between "sun"m1 and "planet"m  increased or
decreased correspondingly, and the experimenter was able to feel the strength of the rotation force
between "sun"m1 and "planet"m  by hand28,29,30.

H.        Rotation direction of spherical magnet
In experiment H, It was observed that the rotation direction of "planet"m  was different at every angle and

distance31. However, it was the same for any pair of angles with a difference of 180°. Assuming the
distance "planet"m  and "sun"m1 was 30 cm. The rotation directions of "planet"m  are the same at 0° and
180° (opposite to the rotation directions of "sun"m1). The rotation directions of "planet"m  are the same at
55° and 235° (perpendicular to the rotation directions of "sun"m1). The rotation directions of "planet"m
are the same at 90° and 270° (same as the rotation directions of "sun"m1).
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I.             Magnet mass and �ux density
In experiment I, we measured the magnetic �ux density of three magnetic "sun" for different magnet
masses32. when the masses of "sun"m3 and "sun"m4 increase, their magnetic �ux density increase. As the
mass and magnetic �ux density of "sun"m3 and "sun"m4 increase, the maximum rotation distance (r) from
each "planet" magnet to each "sun" magnet increase. The results are presented in Table .

J.           Cause of magnet rotation
Design of the instrument used to observation the causes of magnet rotation5,  experimental setup is
illustrated in left side of Fig. 2. And the experimental procedure is detailed in the Methods K section. The
main �ndings are as follows.

 "planet"m  did not rotate when the top of the motor’s rotational shaft was aligned to a point between
0°–14°, from S to A or N to B. This occurred regardless of the orientation of "planet"m  relative to "sun"m5,
rotational speed of "sun"m5, and distance between "sun"m5 and "planet"m .

 "planet"m  rotated around its core in a large-amplitude oscillatory manner when the top of the motor’s
rotational shaft was aligned to a point between 15°–22°, from S to A or N to B. The rotational speed of
"planet"m  was slower than that of "sun"m5, as "planet"m  only completed one cycle for 3-5 cycles
complete by "sun"m5. The rotational motion of "planet"m  was similar to the “astronomical nutation”

exhibited by the Earth’s rotational axis33.

 The rotational speed of "planet"m  was equal to that of "sun"m5 when the top of the motor’s rotational
shaft was aligned to a point between 23°–90°, from S to A or N to B, regardless of the orientation of
"planet"m  relative to "sun"m5. Furthermore, the rotations of "planet"m  and "sun"m5 were synchronized34.

Conclusion
Using the designed apparatus and the abovementioned experimental steps.   The following relationships
were initially established through experimental results: a relationship between the increasing magnetic
mass and increasing magnetic �ux density, a relationship between the maximum rotation distance of the
magnets and the magnetic mass and �ux density, a relationship between the synchronous speeds of the
"planet" magnet and the "sun" magnet, and a relationship between the rotation of the "planet" magnet and
the rotation speed of the "sun" magnet, the distance from the "sun" magnet, and the 0–90° angles on the
"sun" magnet sphere. Finally, we observed a relationship between the torque energy transmitted by the
magnetic �eld and the mass, �ux density, magnet spacing, and mutual rotation speed of the permanent
magnet.  The experimenters felt and understood the different magnetic forces, namely, the attractive and
rotating forces between the magnets. This contributed to the comprehension of  the magnetic
phenomena in physical electromagnetics discussed in textbooks. The study facilitates the production of
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apparatuses used to demonstrate the rotation between the sun and planet and provides the experimental
methods for further research on the relationship between permanent magnet rotation and the magnetic
�eld for different masses and magnetic �ux densities. In addition, this work lays the foundation for
further research on the relationship between the mass and the magnetic �ux density and maximum
rotation distance of permanent magnets, it provides experimental evidence for researching the
relationship between planet rotation (e.g., the Earth) and magnetic �elds.
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Tables
TABLE I "sun" and "planet" magnets of magnetic �ux density and mass

"Sun" magnet B/m (T/g) “planet” magnet B/m (T/g)

"sun"m1 0.47/950 “planet”m 0.572/8

"sun"m2 0.117/100 “planet”m 0.572/8

"sun"m3 0.205/200 “planet”m 0.172/8

"sun"m4 0.334/400 “planet”m 0.51/4

"sun"m5 0.3/400    

 

 

TABLE II Maximum rotation distance between

"sun"m2, m3, m4 and "planet"m , m , m , m
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"sun"m2/m3/m4 B/m (T/g) n (r/S) "planet"m /m /m /m B/m (T/g) r (cm)

"sun"m2 0.117/100 1-3 "planet"m   0.572/8 48

"sun"m2 0.117/100 1-3 "planet"m 0.572/8 48

"sun"m2 0.117/100 1-3 "planet"m 0.172/8 37

"sun"m2 0.117/100 1-3 "planet"m 0.51/4 35

"sun"m3 0.205/200 1-3 "planet"m 0.572/8 58

"sun"m3 0.205/200 1-3 "planet"m 0.572/8 58

"sun"m3 0.205/200 1-3 "planet"m 0.172/8 47

"sun"m3 0.205/200 1-3 "planet"m 0.51/4 45

"sun"m4 0.334/400 1-3 "planet"m 0.572/8 81

"sun"m4 0.334/400 1-3 "planet"m 0.572/8 81

"sun"m4 0.334/400 1-3 "planet"m 0.172/8 60

"sun"m4 0.334/400 1-3 "planet"m 0.51/4 58

Methods

I.     MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS OF PERMANENT
MAGNETS AND INSTRUMENT DESIGN
 

Design of permanent magnet representing the sun1,2,3. The permanent magnets representing the Sun all
are NdFeB magnets(Nd2Fe14B)4,5,6,7,8; one cube magnet, triple cylindrical magnets, and one spherical
magnet. Each permanent magnet was installed on the top of the shaft of a low-speed DC electric motor9.
The centreline of the shaft passed through the centre of gravity of each permanent magnet. The electric
motor base was round and made of non-magnetic materials. The round surface of the base was
perpendicular to the rotation axis of the electric motor, making it stable when the base was placed on a
horizontal surface. The electric motor speed controller was used to vary the electric motor speed (stop,
slow, and fast) between1-25 r/S10. The permanent magnets were marked as "sun"m1, "sun"m2, "sun"m3,
"sun"m4, and "sun"m5 depending on the characteristic of magnetic �ux density and mass. The north and
south poles of the permanent magnets were marked with “N” and “S” respectively. The "sun"m1 was a
cube neodymium magnet of an edge length of 50 mm. Seven cylindrical NdFeB magnets of the same
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shape were used, the diameter and height of were 52 mm and 6.1 mm. Three "sun" magnets of different
masses were are also designed; "sun"m2 was a cylindrical magnet, "sun"m3 comprised two cylindrical
magnets, and "sun"m4 comprised four cylindrical magnets. Finally, "sun"m5 was a spherical neodymium
magnet of a diameter of 63.2 mm. Since strong magnetic magnet will stick to each other at close
distances, which could lead to unexpected outcomes during the experiment, the permanent magnets in
the electric motor and the rotational shaft were placed in transparent spherical containers to prevent this
outcome(See left side of Fig. 1).

Design of permanent magnets representing the planet1. The permanent magnets representing the planets
were spherical11. Each spherical magnet was placed at the centre of a hollow spherical object �oating on
water to ensure free rotation. Alternatively, the spherical magnet could be directly placed in a round
transparent container with a concave bottom or on the palm of the experimenter. For convenient
observation and research, the north and south poles of each spherical permanent magnet were marked
with dots in two different colours. A bisected circle perpendicular to the N-S pole axis (such as the equator
of Earth) was then drawn on each spherical magnet. The two semi-circles of the bisected circle were
marked with two different colours. The permanent magnets were marked as "planet"m , "planet"m ,
"planet"m , and "planet"m  depending on the characteristic of magnetic �ux density and mass to
distinguish them from each other and from the permanent magnets on the motor shaft. The diameters of
the spheres of "planet"m  and "planet"m  are 12.5 mm, The diameter of "planet"m  is 14 mm, The diameter
of "planet"m  is 9.6 mm, "planet"m , "planet"m  and "planet"m  are all NdFeB spherical magnet

(Nd2Fe14B)12,13,14, "planet"m  is ferrite spherical magnet(Fe2O3)15,16,17. During the experiment, each
"planet" magnet is independent and cannot stick together(See right side of Fig. 1).

Method to measure magnetic �ux density. When the Gauss meter was used to measure the magnetic �ux
density on the surface of the permanent magnet18, the maximum magnetic �ux density of the spherical
magnet was observed at small areas around the N and S poles. However, the magnetic pole areas were
large on the bar, square, rectangular, and cylindrical permanent magnets. The magnetic �ux density of the
magnetic poles was often distributed unevenly in the polar area. There was a united speci�c position,
determined by the positional characteristics of the maximum magnetic �ux density of spherical magnets,
which helped measure the maximum magnetic �ux density of permanent magnets of different shapes. In
this study, the probe of the Gauss meter was placed on the centre of the N pole on the surface of the
permanent magnet18,19. Then, the positive value displayed on the Gauss counter was used as the value
of the magnetic �ux density. When measuring the magnetic �ux density of combined magnets (i.e., stuck
together) of the same shape, mass, and magnetic �ux density, we �rst aligned the N and S poles of the
magnet on the same straight line. Then, we placed the Gauss meter probe in the N-pole centre of the �rst
magnet surface and measured the magnetic �ux density of  increase magnets mass18,19,20. The results
are presented in Table I.
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II.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS AND PROCEDURES
 

First, a cubical permanent magnet with a mass of 950 g and magnetic �ux density of 0.47 T ("sun"m1)
was installed at the top of the rotational shaft of electric motor. The N and S poles of "sun"m1 were
directed perpendicularly to the rotational shaft. The speed of rotation of "sun"m1 varied between 1-25 r/S

using a motor speed controller10,21. Next, an 8-g spherical magnet with a magnetic �ux density of 0.572
T18,19, labelled "planet"m , was placed inside a hollow spherical object that �oated on water. "planet"m
was then placed in a round transparent container �lled with water with an opening of 1.5–2 times the
diameter of "planet"m . During the experiment, "sun"m1 and "planet"m  were kept away from
ferromagnetic objects(See Fig. 1).

In experiment A, "planet"m  was placed at approximately 15–65 cm from the centre of "sun"m1. Taking
the horizontal plane in the round transparent container and the magnetic pole mark and the double-
coloured circle on "planet"m  as reference system. Then, "sun"m1 rotated at a speed of 1–3 r/S10.

In experiment B, with "sun"m1 as the core, move "planet"m  back and forth within a distance of 15-65 cm,
keeping "planet"m  away from or near the "sun"m1. Then, repeatedly adjust the speed of the "sun"m1 from

1 r/S to maximum speed 25 r/S10,21. For example, in the same horizontal plane, when the distance
"planet"m  and "sun"m1 is 65cm, the initial speed of "sun"m1 cannot exceed 1 r/S, otherwise, "planet"m
cannot rotate, the fastest speed cannot exceed 7.5 r/S, otherwise, "planet"m  cannot rotate. When the
distance "planet"m  and "sun"m1 is 30cm, the fastest speed of "sun"m1 cannot exceed 23 r/S, otherwise,
"planet"m  cannot rotate.

In experiment C, With "sun"m1 the as core22, slowly move the "planet"m  from near to far in any direction. 
When the "planet"m  is at every dot of the "sun"m1, �rst, stop the rotation of "sun"m1 and "planet"m ,

secondly, let the "sun"m1 on the motor rotate at a speed of 1-3 r/S10, �nally, �nd out and measure the
maximum rotation distance between "sun"m1 and "planet"m .  When the "planet"m  is at every dot of the

"sun"m1, �rst, let "sun"m1 rotated at speed of 1-3 r/S10, Secondly, slowly move the rotating "planet"m  from
near to far, �nally, �nd out and measure the maximum rotation distance between "sun"m1 and "planet"m .
For example, when "sun"m1 and "planet"m  are in the same plane, the maximum rotation distance of
"planet"m  and "sun"m1 from static to rotation is 65 cm. The maximum rotation distance of "planet"m
and "sun"m1 after rotation is 112cm(forbidden to use ferromagnetic ruler when measuring).

In experiment D, the rotation speed of "sun"m1 was between 1-3r/S. On any half-line with "sun"m1 as the
core, we slowly moved "planet"m  and changed the distance between "planet"m  and "sun"m1, taking the
horizontal plane in the round transparent container and the magnetic pole mark on "planet"m  as
reference system. The direction of the magnetic pole of "planet"m  was measured as follows. The rotation
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of "sun"m1 was stopped when "planet"m  rotated at a certain point. The centre of the protractor was then
aligned with the centre of "planet"m  to make the 0° line of the protractor parallel to the water surface. The
magnetic pole above the horizontal plane was then rotated to one side of the 0° line. The angle
corresponding to the magnetic pole of "planet"m  could be measured above the horizontal plane23.

In experiment E, with 1-3r/S rotated "sun"m1 as the core, under the behavior of the rotation torque of
"sun"m1, the "planet"m  and "planet"m  was in a rotation state in the magnetic �eld. Be based on the mass
and magnetic �ux density of "planet"m  and "planet"m , the minimum distance between "planet"m  and

"planet"m  without affecting each other's rotation is adjusted and measure24. Then, based on the
minimum distance between "planet"m  and "planet"m  that does not affect the rotation and maximum
rotation distance from "planet"m  or "planet"m  to "sun"m1. Slowly move each "planet"m  or "planet"m
from near to far to the position of maximum rotation distance. According to the above method, many
"planet"m  and "planet"m  Can placed in around "sun"m1

25. For example, the maximum rotation distance
between "planet"m  or "planet"m  and "sun"m1 is 112 cm, and the minimum rotation distance between
"planet"m  and "planet"m  is 10 cm. Therefore, 10 "planet"m  or "planet"m  can be arranged on any
horizontal line segment with "sun"m1 as the core. By analogy, more "planet"m  and "planet"m  can be
arranged around "sun"m1.

In experiment F, "planet"m  was placed at a distance of 15–65 cm from "sun"m1. (1) When "sun"m1

rotates at the speed of 1 r/S, the synchronous speed relation between "planet"m  and "sun"m1 can be

observed26,27. (2) When the rotational speed of "sun"m1 exceeded 2 r/S, the synchronous speed relation

between "sun"m1 and "planet"m  was measured using a laser Doppler velocimeter21.

In experiment G, "planet"m  was placed on the palm of the hand, and "sun"m1 was made to rotate at 1–25

r/S using the motor speed controller10. The motor to which "sun"m1 was attached and the sphere
containing "planet"m  were held by the experimenter’s left and right hands, respectively. Then, the distance
between "sun"m1 and "planet"m  was varied between 5 and 30 cm, the experimenter’s hands were used to

feel the strength of the attractive force and rotation force between between "planet"m  and "sun"m1
28,29.

In experiment H, the distance between "planet"m  and "sun"m1 was set to 25–65 cm. Then, "sun"m1 was

made to rotate at 1-3 r/S using the electric motor speed controller10. under the behavior of the rotation
torque of "sun"m1, the "planet"m  was in a rotation state in the magnetic �eld. The "planet"m  move slowly
at a 360° angle pass by the top and bottom of the electric motor with "sun"m1 as the core and the double-

coloured circle on "planet"m  as the reference system30. The rotation direction of "planet"m  is observed
from different angles and compared with that of "sun"m1.

In experiment I, the "sun" and "planet"magnet with different magnetic �ux densities and the masses were
used in the magnet rotation experiment. The observed phenomena are still the same, but the maximum
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rotation distance between the "sun" and "planet" magnet is different. Next, seven cylindrical magnets with
the same material and shape were utilized, each with a mass of 100 g and a magnetic �ux density of
0.117 T18,19, and three "sun" magnet with different masses were designed. "sun"m2 is a cylindrical
magnet, "sun"m3 is composed of two attract together cylindrical magnets, and "sun"m4 is composed of
four attract together cylindrical magnets. Each "sun" magnet installed on the electric motor shaft rotates
at a speed of 1–3 r/S through the electric motor speed controller10. Then, the "planet"m , m , m  and m
are designed to �oat in each circular transparent container. Each "sun" magnet and each "planet" magnet
are used for magnet rotation experiments. First, observe the change to magnetic �ux density in case of
any change to the mass of the "sun" magnet. Then observe the change to the maximum rotation distance
from each "planet" magnet to the "sun" magnet (r) in case of any change to the mass and the magnetic
�ux density of the "sun" magnet. The results are shown in Table II.

In experiment J, the permanent magnet must be a spherical permanent magnet11. For example, a
spherical magnet ("sun"m5) was a�xed on the top of the rotational shaft of a low-speed electric motor1.
An arbitrary circle passing through the N and S poles of "sun"m5 was drawn on the sphere. To divide these
semicircles in half, two points, A and B, were selected on the NS and SN semicircles. Therefore, the central
angles of the NA, NB, SA, and SB arcs were all 90°. Then, two arbitrary arcs were selected, such as NB and
SA. The N and S points were denoted as 0°, while A and B were denoted as 90°. The subdivisions between
0° and 90° were then marked on the SA and NB arcs. The top of the motor’s rotational shaft was aligned
with any point between 0°–90° of "sun"m5; therefore, the central axis of the electric motor rotational shaft
also passed through the core of "sun"m5(See left side of Fig. 2).

In experiment K, a spherical magnet with a mass of 400 g and magnetic �ux density of 0.3 T ("sun"m5)

was installed at the top of the rotational shaft of the electric motor11. The "sun"m5 speed of rotation was

adjusted to 1-25 r/S using a electric motor speed controller10. Next, an 8-g spherical magnet with a
magnetic �ux density of 0.572 T, la belled "planet"m , was placed inside a hollow spherical object that
�oated on water. "planet"m  was then placed in a round transparent container �lled with water with an

opening of 1.5–2 times the diameter of "planet"m  (See Fig. 21).

(1) The distance between "planet"m  and "sun"m5 was set to 15–50 cm. The top of the motor’s rotational
shaft was aligned to each point between 0°–14°, from S to A or N to B, while "sun"m5 was rotated at 1–25
r/S. The resulting rotation behavior of "planet"m  were then recorded. (2) The distance between "sun"m5

and "planet"m  was set to 15–50 cm, and "sun"m5 was rotated at 1 r/S. The top of the motor’s rotational
shaft was aligned to the points between 15°–22° from S to A or from N to B. The resulting rotation
behavior of "planet"m , as well as the relationship between "sun"m5 and "planet"m  rotational speeds, were
then observe. (3) The distance between "sun"m5 and "planet"m  was set to 15–50 cm, and "sun"m5 was
rotated at 1–3 r/S. The top of the motor’s rotational shaft was aligned with points between 23°–90° from
S to A or from N to B. The resulting rotation behavior of "planet"m  were then observed.
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Figure 1

Instrument design for studying the rotation of the spherical magnet

Figure 2

Design of the instrument used to observation the causes of magnet rotation


